
Please indicate the college/school from which you will be graduating:

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Rosary College of Arts and Sciences
(RCAS) 192 49%

2 Brennan School of Business (BSB) 98 25%

3 School of Education (SOE) 17 4%

6 College of Applied Sciences (BHS, BLS) 18 5%

7 College of Health Sciences (CHS) 67 17%

10 School of Information Studies (SOIS) 0 0%

Total 392 100%
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Are you going to graduate from the Honors Program

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Yes 37 9%

2 No 354 91%

Total 391 100%
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Have you participated on a Dominican athletic team this year?

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Yes 33 8%

2 No 359 92%

Total 392 100%
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What was your entering student status?

# Answer Bar Response %

1 New Freshman 227 58%

2 Transfer Student 125 32%

3 Post-Baccalaureate Medical Studies 14 4%

4 Other (Please specify) 14 4%

5 Post-Baccalaureate Nutrition program 11 3%

Total 391 100%
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Gender:

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Male 102 26%

2 Female 287 74%

Total 389 100%
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Student Ethnicity (optional):

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Asian 15 4%

2 American Indian/Alaska Native 0 0%

3 Black/African American 27 7%

4 Hispanic of any race 160 41%

5 Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 5 1%

6 White 164 42%

7 Two or more races/Multiracial 11 3%

8 Other (please specify) 7 2%

Total 389 100%
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Please rate your level of satisfaction with these SERVICES at Dominican:
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Please rate your level of satisfaction with these SERVICES at Dominican:

# Question Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied Response Average

Value

1
Building & Grounds
(maintenance, snow
removal, heating/AC, etc.)

53.1% 34.9% 8.9% 3.1% 358 3.4

2 Academic Advising 54.8% 28.7% 11.6% 5.0% 363 3.3

3 Career Development 60.8% 32.0% 5.5% 1.6% 309 3.5

4 Financial Aid 44.1% 34.6% 15.2% 6.2% 356 3.2

5 Food Service 25.6% 42.0% 20.2% 12.2% 312 2.8

6 Bookstore 44.9% 41.3% 9.0% 4.8% 356 3.3

7 Health Services (Wellness
Center) 53.9% 35.3% 8.2% 2.6% 269 3.4

8
Information Technology (wi-
fi, computer labs, classroom,
computers, tech support)

41.5% 37.1% 14.1% 7.3% 369 3.1

9 Library 63.1% 31.8% 3.5% 1.6% 371 3.6

10 Registration 41.7% 35.9% 15.8% 6.6% 379 3.1

11 Student Accounts 41.9% 42.2% 10.9% 5.0% 377 3.2

12 Residence Life 32.8% 40.0% 14.4% 12.8% 180 2.9

13
Student Involvement (e.g.
clubs, activities,
organizations, etc.)

48.5% 40.0% 9.3% 2.2% 270 3.3

14 Literacy and Learning
Resources (tutoring) 59.6% 35.1% 4.5% 0.8% 265 3.5

15 Mission and Ministry 63.0% 30.4% 4.0% 2.6% 227 3.5

16 Counseling Services
(Wellness Center) 58.3% 33.0% 6.3% 2.4% 206 3.5

17 Campus Safety & Security 50.3% 32.4% 11.8% 5.5% 346 3.3

18 Disability Support Services 62.5% 26.4% 6.3% 4.9% 144 3.5

19 Overall Quality of Services 43.4% 48.2% 5.9% 2.4% 371 3.3
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Please rate the quality and level of availability of the following co/extra-curricular programs at Dominican:

Did you participate in the following types of programs?

# Question Yes No Response Average
Value

1 Clubs and organizations 48.2% 51.8% 365 1.5

2 Recreation programs (Yoga, Zumba, 3-on-3 Tournaments, Flag Football) 20.1% 79.9% 364 1.8

3 Campus social events (Wow's, DU day at the Lake, Late Night Bowling,
Evening/Weekend Programs, etc. 55.4% 44.6% 363 1.4

4 Leadership programs (Leadership Certificate, DU Lead, Leadership 101) 18.2% 81.8% 363 1.8

Satisfaction with the quality of the programs

# Question Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied Response Average

Value

1 Clubs and organizations 53.0% 38.4% 8.6% - 185 3.4

2 Recreation programs (Yoga, Zumba, 3-
on-3 Tournaments, Flag Football) 47.4% 43.3% 9.3% - 97 3.4

3
Campus social events (Wow's, DU day
at the Lake, Late Night Bowling,
Evening/Weekend Programs, etc.

62.2% 34.7% 3.1% - 196 3.6

4 Leadership programs (Leadership
Certificate, DU Lead, Leadership 101) 50.5% 36.3% 12.1% 1.1% 91 3.4

Satisfaction with the level of availability of the programs

# Question Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied Response Average

Value

1 Clubs and organizations 50.8% 38.6% 9.5% 1.1% 189 3.4

2 Recreation programs (Yoga, Zumba, 3-
on-3 Tournaments, Flag Football) 47.1% 30.4% 18.6% 3.9% 102 3.2

3
Campus social events (Wow's, DU day
at the Lake, Late Night Bowling,
Evening/Weekend Programs, etc.

61.8% 32.5% 4.7% 1.0% 191 3.5

4 Leadership programs (Leadership
Certificate, DU Lead, Leadership 101) 46.3% 37.9% 13.7% 2.1% 95 3.3
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Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following aspects of your overall academic experience at Dominican:

# Question Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied Response Average

Value

1 Opportunity to interact with faculty 71.2% 26.6% 1.7% 0.6% 354 3.7

2 Communication about program
requirements 48.6% 37.6% 10.5% 3.4% 354 3.3

3 Quality of faculty advising 53.7% 32.2% 9.9% 4.2% 354 3.4

4 Preparation for career/profession 44.5% 42.5% 11.3% 1.7% 353 3.3

5 Quality of library resources (books
and online resources) 54.5% 40.1% 4.5% 0.8% 354 3.5

6 Preparation for further education 47.7% 38.7% 11.6% 2.0% 354 3.3

7 Classroom facilities 51.4% 41.8% 5.4% 1.4% 352 3.4

8 Overall academic experience 55.6% 39.3% 4.0% 1.1% 354 3.5
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Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following components of your academic program at Dominican:

In Your Major

# Question Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied Response Average

Value

1 Variety of courses 52.0% 38.2% 7.5% 2.3% 346 3.4

2 Availability of courses 36.3% 40.7% 19.2% 3.8% 344 3.1

3 Relevance of courses 55.3% 38.6% 5.6% 0.6% 342 3.5

4 Overall quality of
instruction 58.4% 35.2% 5.9% 0.6% 341 3.5

Core Curriculum

# Question Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied Response Average

Value

1 Variety of courses 47.4% 44.5% 7.5% 0.6% 308 3.4

2 Availability of courses 34.8% 51.1% 12.8% 1.3% 305 3.2

3 Relevance of courses 42.3% 44.3% 10.5% 3.0% 305 3.3

4 Overall quality of
instruction 48.5% 43.6% 6.6% 1.3% 305 3.4

Electives

# Question Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied Response Average

Value

1 Variety of courses 53.0% 39.7% 6.6% 0.7% 302 3.5

2 Availability of courses 42.6% 47.3% 9.1% 1.0% 298 3.3

3 Relevance of courses 48.0% 46.6% 3.7% 1.7% 298 3.4

4 Overall quality of
instruction 51.7% 45.3% 1.7% 1.3% 300 3.5
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In general, how would you rate the academic rigor of your classes at Dominican?

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Too challenging 13 4%

2 About right 294 88%

3 Not challenging enough 26 8%

Total 333 100%
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Please rate the quality and level of availability of the following experiential learning programs at Dominican:

Did you participate in the following types of experiential learning programs?
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Did you participate in the following types of experiential learning programs?

# Question Yes No Response Average Value

1 Internships 44.3% 55.7% 345 1.6

2 Community-based learning 55.1% 44.9% 345 1.4

3 Study Away (abroad or domestic) 16.4% 83.6% 342 1.8

4 International service learning 4.9% 95.1% 344 2.0

5 Research 25.2% 74.8% 341 1.7

Satisfaction with the quality of the programs

# Question Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied Response Average

Value

1 Internships 59.5% 28.8% 9.8% 1.8% 163 3.5

2 Community-based
learning 46.7% 42.9% 6.0% 4.3% 184 3.3

3 Study Away (abroad or
domestic) 66.7% 24.4% 6.4% 2.6% 78 3.6

4 International service
learning 50.0% 37.0% 6.5% 6.5% 46 3.3

5 Research 52.1% 39.6% 6.3% 2.1% 96 3.4

Satisfaction with the level of availability of the programs

# Question Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied Response Average

Value

1 Internships 47.5% 36.9% 10.6% 5.0% 160 3.3

2 Community-based
learning 47.4% 45.0% 4.7% 2.9% 171 3.4

3 Study Away (abroad or
domestic) 60.0% 25.0% 12.5% 2.5% 80 3.4

4 International service
learning 45.7% 43.5% 6.5% 4.3% 46 3.3

5 Research 45.1% 39.6% 12.1% 3.3% 91 3.3
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Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements concerning your undergraduate experience at
Dominican:

# Question Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree Response Average

Value

4 The Core Curriculum was a valuable part
of my education. 42.3% 40.2% 13.1% 4.5% 336 3.2

5 The Arts and Sciences Seminars were a
valuable part of my education. 31.7% 35.3% 19.3% 13.6% 331 2.9

6 The courses in my Major Program were a
valuable part of my education. 73.2% 25.0% 1.5% 0.3% 336 3.7

7 Non-major Elective Courses were a
valuable part of my education. 37.7% 44.2% 11.6% 6.5% 337 3.1
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What will be your EMPLOYMENT STATUS immediately after graduation?

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Employed full-time (30 hours or more per
week) 141 40%

2 Employed part-time (less than 30 hours per
week) 57 16%

3 Employed part-time and seeking full-time 58 16%

4
Participating in postgraduate service program
(e.g. AmeriCorps, Dominican Volunteers,
etc.)

10 3%

5 Unemployed, seeking employment 82 23%

6 Unemployed, not seeking employment 8 2%

Total 356 100%
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Have you sought out any career related services at Dominican?

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Yes 36 45%

2 No 44 55%

Total 80 100%
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If you will be employed, how closely related will the job be to your college major?

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Directly related 88 35%

2 Somewhat related 104 41%

3 Not related 61 24%

Total 253 100%
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If the job is not related to your major, please check all the reasons that apply:

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Preferred to work in another field 6 10%

2 Found better paying job in another field 7 12%

3 Preferred not to move to new locality 1 2%

4 Could not find a job in field of preparation 14 23%

5 Temporary job while in transition 45 75%

6 Other (please specify) 6 10%

Total 79 100%
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What will be your annual SALARY (in thousands):

Min
Value

Max
Value

Average
Value Variance Std Dev Total Responses Total

Respondents

10000 100000 33846 430743880 20754 125 408
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Did you hold the same job while enrolled at Dominican?

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Yes 155 62%

2 No 96 38%

Total 251 100%
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To what extent did Dominican assist you in finding a job?

# Answer Bar Response %

4 To a great extent 27 15%

3 To some extent 67 36%

2 Very little 44 24%

1 Not at all 48 26%

5 Did not seek assistance 0 0%

Total 186 100%
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To what extent has Dominican's mission (truth, service, justice) influenced your career decisions?

# Answer Bar Response %

4 To a great extent 76 31%

3 To some extent 104 42%

2 Very little 44 18%

1 Not at all 24 10%

Total 248 100%
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If you will be unemployed and not seeking employment, please indicate reason below:

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Full-time student 4 50%

2 Health issue 0 0%

3 Family responsibilities 1 13%

4 Other 3 38%

Total 8 100%
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Do you plan to attain another degree or certificate after graduating from Dominican?

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Yes 178 51%

2 No 50 14%

3 Not sure at this time 122 35%

Total 350 100%
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Have you already been accepted into a graduate program?

# Answer Bar Response %

1 Yes 48 27%

2 No 130 73%

Total 178 100%
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To what extent were you an active member of the Dominican community? (such as participating in extracurricular
activities, attending campus events and lectures, etc.)

# Answer Bar Response %

4 To a great extent 61 18%

3 To some extent 126 37%

2 Very little 118 34%

1 Not at all 40 12%

Total 345 100%
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Please rate the following statements concerning your Dominican experience.

As a result of my experience at Dominican University, I feel that...

# Question To a great
extent

To some
extent

To a
lesser
extent

Not
at all Response Average

Value

1 I can connect what I learned to societal
problems or issues. 55.5% 40.0% 2.7% 1.8% 335 3.5

2 I have a stronger commitment to civic
engagement. 45.1% 46.9% 5.4% 2.7% 335 3.3

3 I am more aware of social justice (fairness and
equity) issues in the world. 60.9% 31.9% 4.8% 2.4% 335 3.5

4 I have increased my ability to engage in
academic research and scholarship. 48.5% 44.6% 5.4% 1.5% 334 3.4

5 I have experienced ethical and spiritual
development. 50.0% 40.4% 6.0% 3.6% 334 3.4
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Please rate your level of agreement with the following about Dominican:

# Question Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree Response Average

Value

1 Dominican had an atmosphere that was
intellectually stimulating. 57.1% 37.3% 4.1% 1.5% 338 3.5

2
Dominican helped me to understand and
appreciate cultural and ethnic differences
between people.

60.2% 32.2% 5.3% 2.4% 339 3.5

3 I felt a sense of belonging at Dominican. 55.5% 30.7% 10.9% 2.9% 339 3.4

4 I feel that I developed a life-long
commitment to learning while at Dominican. 56.4% 35.6% 6.5% 1.5% 337 3.5

5 There was a concern for me as an individual
at Dominican. 45.7% 31.8% 13.9% 8.6% 337 3.1
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Please rate your level of agreement with the following about your OVERALL experience at Dominican:

# Question Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree Response Average

Value

1 If I could start over, I would attend
Dominican University again. 53.9% 31.8% 10.4% 3.9% 336 3.4

2 I would recommend Dominican to
others. 57.7% 33.3% 6.8% 2.1% 336 3.5

Please rate your level of agreement with the following about your OVERALL experience at Dominican:
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AY1718_GSS_UG Comments
Graduating Student Survey - Undergraduate
July 2, 2018 2:03 PM CDT

Q11 - Please describe any additional services you feel should be offered to students at

Dominican:

Please describe any additional services you feel should be offered to stude...

More services for commuters

More nursing tutors are needed.

Help with grad school information , next steps after DU

1. WORKING PRINTERS, it's sad when the head of career development say yeah Dominican's printers never work. 2. Better residence desk security! If I
didn't beilve i a higher power I would NOT feel safe here. The desk attendants are never looking up to see who's coming in and how can they when they
have all their friends crowed around the desk. Everytime I pass by I seen  and that other girl her BOSS, standing in front of the desk blocking
the view, chit-chatting! I left for a 2 hours and came back and  was still there, but had put on a sweater! Also the guest system has no way of knowing
if a guest is checked in or not and people who can just walk right on through, no identification or guest pass. Also the lack of dress code at the desk is a
TERRIBLE representation of Dominican, not only are students wearing whatever whenever including pajamas and sleep head wear, but are also OFTEN
on the phone making personal calls or blasting their music. As a 3 year former employee who quit because the lack of standards had dropped, it has only
gotten worse. Dominican should have a higher and better standard, especially with the desk being the first face potential students, guests, and alumni
see when they enter the building.

I would like to see more cultural small groups that’s not an actual club or organization but done through the wellness center or an independent person or
group.

More services that help students deal with stress.

Commuters need reasons to stay on campus and somewhere to actually relax. A section should be renovated with that in mind. Underground is not good
enough.

I feel like more fun interactive activities should be implemented. More financial aid for those who really cannot pay. Stress free services should be a
weekly thing I believe (therapy dogs, massage chairs,oxygen bar).

There needs to be a librarian who know about clinical research al of the librarians are goo and very nice but they do not know much about clinical research
or appraising articles.

More healthcare related majors

Nutrition Department should have more advisors.

-

More available assistance to family members

More potential food options on campus. Food hours on the weekend were sometimes a challenge to manage and food often had to be sought out
elsewhere.

More places for commuters to go because the residents take all the spots on campus

N/A

They should take away residence parking for students they are not upperclassmen unless they have documentation that they have a job or internship
outside of campus.
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In my opinion, it would be a very good idea to have a Drama Club and even an Art Club at Dominican University. I believe that doing this would give many
students more opportunities to express themselves through the arts. I also think that having an Anime Club would be a pretty good idea. (There used to
be one at my high school and it was so much fun when we got to watch, talk about, and discover so many different anime shows and sometimes we even
practiced the Japanese language as well.) More clubs that focus on other languages and cultures (such as Spanish and maybe even Irish and Italian) may
also work as they would allow students to get in touch with their own cultures and help others to find out more about different parts of the world. Finally,
I think a computer club might be nice since it would allow pupils who are not experts at technology (such as myself) to practice and develop new skills. I
have a feeling that these ideas would truly give people opportunities to express themselves (as I stated before), have fun, and learn new things.

I would love more opportunities to work out in a group (like the yoga classes) for credit. I love that other universities offer yoga, ballet, pilates, cycling, etc.
in a pass/fail class format.

More Art. The school does a great job tending to psych majors and nursing and even business but Art students are usually left in the dust in terms of not
only resources but space and attention. You NEED to do more because you guys have gifted art students but you are not doing enough for them both
financially and attention wise.

more different kind of clubs with more advertisement around campus.

More accommodations could be made to commuter students it is very difficult for them to be involved.

tutoring for student who do not speak english well workshop on financial aid and loans

As a resident, I still found myself using a lot of public transportation. I feel like Dominican should include a UPass Ventra Card for commuters/residents. It
would be helpful.

I think that there should be more services available for individuals with physical disabilities.

more connections for non traditional adult students

N/a

N/A

I feel more tutoring for Nursing students should be available, specifically for writing. This semester we had to utilize the writing center and while they are
great at what they do, they are not familiar with nursing research papers.

n/a

None

More services for minority’s and first generation students

More discounts to places and events.

I feel that there should be more dining options available

I think there should be more opportunities for networking as well as more events throughout the day for commuter students.

More options for dining services/better access to dining services

Outdoor seating, ash tray/trash out front cigarette litter everywhere

Food service hours should be more available. Many students stay during the weekends or short breaks (like Easter) and dining services is completely shut
down.

None at this time

There should be better transportation accommodations for students who need it. The school should not close the Tech Center during holidays such as
Good Friday and the evening of Easter. I had a very extensive paper to write with no laptop available to me. It was very difficult getting that paper done
during the weekend.
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inclusion for entering the honor societies before anything

I think services of professor being more encouraging and helpful towards their students would be an additional service that would help students succeed.

Having a class that gears towards the interview, presentation, resume process in searching for jobs to set you up powerfully. I would also like to see
Dominican really care about having a variety of healthy foods and more home cooked meals versus fast food. Make certain that Cyber is geared towards
those that live on campus. If I lived there, it would be nice to know that I could get a cup of tea or coffee at 6:00 am. I like to study early and there is
nothing open. If nothing have coffee, tea, water and juice provided with a few nutrition bars.

More dorm rooms with doubles and triples , more parking, MORE TICKETS FOR GRADUATION!

1.Better shuttle schedule 2. better parking options and passes

mainly help on internships.

na

More seats and tables in the underground as it gets packed super fast and as well as the library so there isn't space to do homework.

Additional laptops, more scholarship opportunities, award recognition

Free cap and gown for all graduates... The tuition is increasing and no added benefits are coming back to the students.

I think Dominican should offer certain benefits to students who attend Dominican University.

More services aimed at engaging Afro-American helping them to feel part of the whole is needed.

N/A

None

Better counseling services with a better range of issues covered by counselors on staff. Also additional food service for residence halls.

indoor pool

Adding more clubs for students

.

N/A

One of the things I feel, as a resident student, the Department of Residence Life should work on is their guest policy. Some of my friends have had
instances where their guests were asked by Security and Residence Life Staff to leave campus early morning (i.e. 3am, 4am), due to a guest violation. I
understand there has been a violation, however, when a guest is asked to leave the campus early morning when they are inebriated, this causes a great
safety risk, not only for the guest but to the resident student and campus as well.

There should be more parking spaces available to the students who do not use the parking garage.

There should be more services for the LGBTQIA community.

None

I am not certain at this moment.

N/a

N/a
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n/a

There should be a wider variety of food options, especially healthy foods. Moreover, a late night option would be good.

same events/programs but during late hours for those who work all day

I can’t think of any

Networking opportunities

Better accessibility for differently abled students, better accommodations for dining services especially on the weekend

Further information regarding graduate school. Not only for programs offered at DU but the basics of applying to higher education.

There should be more groups

More options for food services and open on the weekends

Rather than additional services, I would say better/more frequent timing to fit busy students' schedules.

None

I feel like there is a limited type of programs and events offered at Dominican and a wider range of activities for students on the weekend would be great.
Also, deals on public transportation as we are a large commuter based school and so close to the city.

financial aid

You have everything

I think Dominican does a good job with the services currently offered.

Nope

MORE INTER MURALS

Better parking availability.

I am not sure what the demand is for additional intramural teams or on campus recreational sports, but I feel like adding a few leagues or teams would
increase campus activity for students. Other than that, I do not believe there are any additional services I can think of at this time.

Battery recycling

N/A

Services for more African American Students

Better Career Development services, more than two individuals working and offering services to students in need of direction.

Pool!

Student Leader training manuals on how students can identify themselves as leaders

I feel like there needs to be a stronger sense of community. There seems to be a lot of cliques. Maybe because it is a small school, but everything feels
like high school. Overall, more encouragement to join in on activities from either the RA's or other leaders.

Transitions counseling for non-traditional students.

N/A
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-get a football team. -fix stuff that looks old -keep library open until 2am

N/A

There should be more events that embrace culture.

There should be more food options on campus.

n/a--can't think of any at this moment

Extend flexible hours for tutoring and studying.

I think some sort of drama or theatre club might be a very good idea. I have always loved acting throughout my life but due to my busy schedule, I was
sadly unable to participate in musicals or plays that were put on at Dominican University. In my opinion, having a club like this would be a very good way
for people who love acting (like me) to be able to share their talents with others without having to make such big commitments to productions. I also
think that having an art club and even inviting students to join in with set design for shows would be a great way for the students to express their
creativity and a beautiful singing choir group or musical band would be lovely as well.

Maybe a service of support to help students of different nationalities and cultural backgrounds.

Classes specifically for Microsoft Excel.

Program for paying for loans. I felt the module for learning about loans is very basic. I would like to sit down with someone who will walk me through
setting up payments and learning about payment plans, and interest rate affect on loans. As well,  is excellent but she needs help with
finding students jobs. Prof. Kiyosaki should be considered as he was excellent with resume and job hunting help.

food trucks

more sources or information for students after they graduate, helping them figure out the next steps

Access to more gym equipment and fitness center.

More classes

My biggest challenge as a freshman was finding where anything actually was, such as the Wellness Center and how the underground tunnels worked. I
did ask, and everyone was helpful in describing where it was, had I ever needed it, but I feel a mini map showing me where it was would have also been
tremendously helpful.

Someone you can talk to while you are taking a class, if you are unhappy with the performance of your professor. Rather than just having the performance
reviews at the end.

N/A

N/A

Help with signing up for health insurance (Wellness center was not helpful with this), more food options in the Cyber cafe, and more knowledgeable
transfer advisers when it comes to specific majors.

Knowledge about the art department and the work they do. Help for undocumented students on how to pay for tuition while not being able to get a loan.
What other possibilities there is to pay for school.

Tuning the pianos and the organs at Dominican

I thought Dominican had ample resources and services. While I didn't use any, I feel like I could find a resource somewhere, had I needed it

Support groups for mental illnesses or physical ailments.

N.A
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n/a

n/a

N/A

The availability of a computer lab in Parmer Hall again.

I think it would helpful to have a club that helps returning students become acclimated into university life.

NA
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Q12 - Please provide any additional comments you may have about the quality of

services at Dominican:

Please provide any additional comments you may have about the quality of se...

Would be very helpful if there were more seating on the lower level of the crown library or convert the underground to a more accessible and
accommodating study space.

I believe the first week of classes, Campus security should not give parking tickets to students. Some students still need to pick up their parking permits
during the first week so to have security give students tickets during that week just seems unfair. However, if students do not have their permits by the
second week, parking tickets should be administered. Students would have had more than enough time after the first week to get the permit.

I loved DU. Wish they offered my program  so I could stay for my masters.

Food sucks, it's always the same dry burgers and fries. And who eats squash and older people foods, the food caters to the older staff and alumni than
the actual people attending and living at the college.

Dining Service has tremendously improved over the last eight years. I think that housing need to be improved ASAP. Compared to other schools,
Dominican is really behind the times.

Wonderful services provided!

SInce the financial aid office is widely used, they need to be more helpful. I often times did not get responses from them and when I did, they were very
rude.

Dining services food could be greatly improved. I just feel the quality of the chicken is not the best, and maybe incorporating more fish or seafood to the
menu would be awesome! Great job so far on the attempt to reach all diet kinds.

It has been excellent thus far

-

I loved my time here at Dominican University.

N/A

Privacy during any moment in student accounts—announcing a studnet’s balance outloud is callous and embarrassing and needs to be addressed.

N/A

The Wifi here is horrible when there are more than 100 people on campus, parking is the worst and the food is not great.

I would have to say that I was always very pleased with the services offered at Dominican University. There were so many clubs to be a part of as well as
many fun events to participate in. I remember how Polish Club was especially fun since I was able to help out with the paczki sale, the pierogi sale, and
the Christmas ornament sale and get in touch with my Polish heritage. I also enjoyed Bingo games and Trivia games that were held because they brought
back so many memories of when I used to go with my mom to the Family Bingo Nights that were held at my elementary school and when we used to play
trivia games in my classes when I was younger. In addition, I loved being a part of the Commuter Student Association (CSA) and I was very fond of
helping out with and participating in the Haunted Tours (especially when I got to send in ideas for themes, decorations, and music). All in all, they were
wonderful experiences and allowed me to meet new people and contribute to the university in different ways.

Overall, I loved the experience here at Dominican. I do have one issue and I hope it can be resolved for future students and it is the computers. They
always took too long to load when signing in and sometimes they wouldn't work at all.

More Art. The school does a great job tending to psych majors and nursing and even business but Art students are usually left in the dust in terms of not
only resources but space and attention. You NEED to do more because you guys have gifted art students but you are not doing enough for them both
financially and attention wise.

more healthy food options especially at the dining hall besides salads.
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The quality of IT and Residence Life have declined significantly since my Freshman year.

Overall satisfied. They are there upon request.

To just be very genuine and true. Students aren’t dumb, they can tell when a service isn’t extended to their full potential. Regardless, I am grateful for
everything that was provided for me.

Not many options for people that don't eat carbs

N/a

N/A

DU lead should make an effort to vary the times of their meetings.

The services at Dominican have improved immensely since I became a student in 2013. I am satisfied with the help I’ve received.

n/a

None

Parking sucks. Dining sucks.

I believe most services at Dominican were great. Having additional dining hall options would be nice or extended hours for studnets!

Improvement to wifi, especially around registration

The dining services need to be more accurate. Cyber often closes earlier than the listed hours. The food quality varies from somewhat good to bad.
Fridays often offer little selection in the dining hall. Guests with overnight passes should be allowed to park near the library (it is understandable that the
residence parking is off limits, but after school hours parking by the library is very open), not in the very back lot behind the parking garage. The guest
registration system with the online form is a bit of an inconvenience. There should be some services available to the students on weekends. Things are
limited or often completely shut down on weekends.

Nothing to comment

The services at Dominican are alright, could be improved.

Events should be announced prior to one day before it happens. I feel like there was a lack of communication about what was going on at school.

Definitely need to improve the dining hall food. Sometimes the food is under cooked like the grilled chicken breast. The grilled cheese sandwiches might
need to be made by request otherwise they are hard and not appetizing. The homemade pasta is a no because it's not firm but mushy. The tables need to
be cleaned more frequently. Also, I saw a very large roach on the wall where we return our plates.

Campus saftey and secruity has to many duties and should be split into 2 departments to provide more quality.

Wash the grates in the Martin Theatre above.

none

I am not a disable student myself, but I do not feel Dominican helps or accommodates for physical disabilities like it could (that goes for students and
staff/faculty). Certain spaces should be more considerate of that group.

Overall I feel Dominican is a very understanding and great community to be a part of

na

Services at cyber cafe has been getting much better over the years and I am happy to see that, although at times lines are too long.
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Dominican needs to update many of the systems they use. We are behind in the use of systems to help students. Also there needs to be better training
for faculty and staff and better laws incorporated to give students a fair chance to have their voice heard. Evaluations are really a waste of time because
the students voices are not heard the institution tends to promote faculty whose evaluations are terrible. Their discrimination and there is no equal
treatment. Training regarding DACA , LGBTQ , and students of different religious backgrounds must be incorporated

Fees for not paying on time at student accounts. I wish there was no fees. I paid all 4 years by the end of the semester each time but i couldn't make the
payment plan. It is really unfair in my opinion.

I love Dominica I just wish they hadn't lowered the $100 of printing at Dominican to $50.

It would be great to have students give their input on Advising

Well organized services that help as much as possible with any student issue.

The manager of the wellness center is wonderful. Unfortunately most of her staff are rude and untrustworthy. The IT department has room to improve on
the quality of their work and the way that they handle issues. IT has a reputation for being unpleasant and incompetent among students and faculty. The
registration process and the process for transfer students needs some serious work. They could also benefit from looking at the school's slogan. There
was little honesty in what the schools recruiters told me to get me to apply to this school.

None

Overall quality was really good and staff members seem to really care about students. I think some resources need to be more available for on campus
residents.

n/a

.

I am not sure how seriously the student evaluations are, but I feel that they should be paid more attention too. Students take that seriously and they want
their opinions heard on whether a teacher was great or if there should be changes to the syllabus.

The WiFi service in the residence halls, specifically in Power Hall, should be addressed. Due to the lack of high-speed internet, I have had to restart my
device or leave the residence halls because the service is just that bad. Or I am not able to get on the internet, and I have to use my personal data.

I think overall Dominican has provided great services but needs to focus on their faculty and the quality of the professors here. I have had professors that
cancel class over 15 times and many are inconsistent with each other.

The food is not very good, and there could definitely be some healthier improvements to it.

Residence Life is very cliquey and it seems as if they are always trying to be in control of every aspect of the resident student experience.

Campus Security needs to be more reliable and have better communication with each other concerning certain tasks. For example, I requested a shuttle
from the Green Line/Downtown Oak Park stop, and the weather happened to be terribly frigid that day. I was told that someone was on their way to pick
me up. After about 30 minutes, the person finally arrived and stated that they were never informed that they were to pick someone up. I am not saying
that someone lied, but in conditions where students are left to stand in the cold and wait for transportation, it is important to have a more effective
method of communication so that people can get back to campus safely. Another issue that has been consistent throughout my time here is the food.
While it has gotten significantly better since my freshman year, I feel that there are some days during the week where food seems very limited and
students feel that they are almost forced to spend money out of their pockets instead of their meal plans because of what is provided on these days. For
example, Mondays usually have less to offer. I recall a moment prior to Spring Break where a worker told a student that they just had to accept whatever
was provided for us for dinner just because it was "the week before Spring Break." I felt that this was wrong to express to students since the meal plans
are for us (or so I thought), not the people that prepare it.

N/a

N/a

more pleasant people.

Students should be made more aware of all that is available to them at Dominican. People within certain services should also be more knowledgeable.
There have been various instances in which I have received different answers from different offices.
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Better food services - better hours and quality.

n/a

Really listen to students voices

I had issues printing on campus from my personal computer after carefully following the directions to install the software on several different occasions.
The PC client network never seemed to connect after its initial use. I did use the web print option but it was inconvenient that PDFs were the only files
that can be printed; moreover, the web print (for my personal account at least) stopped offering me the option to choose black and white printing and
two sided printing after a couple times of sending jobs to the queue.

The residence halls are frustrating from their policies to their condition. Something is always broken and the students on Priory campus are excluded
from their friends just because they live over there. They can’t get into Coughlin and Murray without being checked in but some one from Murray can just
swipe into Power and that’s not right. The dining hall services are not very resident friendly. Meal times are short and limited food is available on the
weekend making food scarce on campus.

For the organizations they should be more organized with actual events, emails and all together more of a real group feel, things with multiple groups
were disorganized

Overall, I am somewhat satisfied

There aren't enough professors in the fields. I don't like taking the same professor four times. I came to college to get a broader perspective on things
and so far I have received one professors perspective over and over again. I do not like this.

Generally are good, more time slots would better benefit busier, working, commuting students.

I wish the library would have more seating availability, small tables for single users.

Services were pretty mediocre. Everyone was nice and pleasant to work with but quality wasn't always good. For example, food services and the quality
of the dorms in Power Hall.

Why does the university not have a program or workshop to help professors better understand/acknowledge non-visual disabilities? When will DU make
it an absolute priority to make/update the university so it’s entirely handicap accessible?

the tuition cost

Would like everyone to be nicer especially in financial aid office

The food for the dining hall needs more variation. There is many times were i could not find anything i liked and just had to pick something

The food is horrible. Would constantly find bones and hair in food. It would just get blamed on the distributers.

The food and parking are the two weakest links at Dominican. I’ve found plastic in my food before. I’ve gotten food poisoning a few different times. A lot
of the food doesn’t even have taste.

Faculty advisors in the nursing program needs to be more supportive and trustworthy.

None at this time.

Complications that arose from the new printing & computer programs/updates were slightly inconvenient, but the problems were taken care of, as
noticed by the smaller amount of complications later on.

N/A

You need to distinguish between undergrads and adults who are continuing their education. The wellness center’s stubborn refusal to communicate with
other departments is annoying at best. Also, the registrar’s office is also unwilling to cooperate with other departments necessitating multiple requests
for transcripts from other institutions. I find it hard to believe that my privacy is being violated when I simply need different departments of the same
university to share MY information with MY permission.

N/A
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They could have been better.

N/A

Maintenance needs to be more effective. Many times on campus something would be broken and would take a very long time to be repaired. A good
example is the elevator in coughlin hall.

-mediocre.

N/A

The services are good. I have no additional comments.

The wellness counseling was a service that was very helpful to me.

Better tutoring services... not just for the basic classes and more professional tutors.I solely relied on professor office hours I absolutely despise anything
related to financial aid and the registrar. Since there are so many issues regarding the custom advising worksheets and the red crosses/green check
marks on there, I wanted the registrar to run a degree audit last year, and she refused. I was concerned because I wanted to add a minor and a major
which I had been working on over the past few years and never officially added and asked if there would be any issue... nothing was said about my
financial aid being taking away after I hit 124 credit beforehand, even though I was still working on coursework for the added major/minor. I feel incredibly
screwed over because I still wanted to take classes, but if I was aware of this situation I would have finished up coursework over the summer and been in
graduate school now. The registrar selected me for an audit the day of add/drop this past semester, and I was placed in a very stressful predicament of
whether to take all the classes I want and pay out of pocket or be part time and finish. Very sh!tty way to start the semester The internet was awful.
Spotty connection. This year's changes are the worst I have ever seen. The computers logging off after a few minutes don't help the students because
some think that they logged off and simply walk away and the computer is locked under their account. The printing sucks. I liked printing pages of
articles that I needed to read but no longer had the funds to do that. Three or four 400 level courses are not the same as ten 100 level courses. I need the
printing credits more than that freshman does. Shall I address the parking situation too? Tell me how the parking lot is full sometimes?! Right...because
you sell too many passes and do not force the parking enough. Any time of the day I walk through the lot and few people have their hang tags.

Dominican University is an overall great school, I enjoyed every bit of my experience.

I would have to say that Dominican University definitely shines bright when it comes to the services it has. It has everything from clubs to fun events and
each of them has something special to offer. I have heard that it is a good idea for people to be well-rounded when they are trying to get into college and I
believe that being a part of these services lets them stay that way even after their college life begins and allows them to show everyone who they are as
individuals.

The overall service was good.

I would recommend improving the transfer process and advising for what classes need to be taken/ what program they are following.

Some vending machines tend to bug out with credit/debit cards

good

Very good

I transferred out due to some personal issue and then transferred back in. The process was almost seamless thanks to everyone’s help. I truly did enjoy
my time spent at Dominican.

Dominican is an overall good school but during my two years here since I am a transfer student I have noticed the negativity faced by colored students
mainly African Americans. There has been two forms of protesting during my time here. I don't think the school itself is bad but maybe evaluate the
people you hire, the mission of Dominican is beautiful but it can get lost when students and faculty do not get along. We need to feel united

N/A

N/A

Student accounts and financial aid offices didn't have the resources to help out the undocumented students on campus . Weren't aware of how to help.
Training for them would be helpful. Learning new ways to help students during this period in time where many are unsure of their financial status with
daca being limited to a time period.
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quality is pretty well

A+++ This is my 3rd school I've attended and it is by far my best and most favorite of them all. Couldn't have asked for a better University experience. It
felt like home.

This is the most kind, loving and supportive environment. The students, faculty and staff are all angels. I am so grateful and blessed to be here. Excellent
curriculum as well.

N.A

n/a

n/a

Wonderful!

N/A

The Financial Aid staff should be more friendly to students who really need help. When I did have to go there, I dreaded dealing with the service from
most of the staff there. They always seemed annoyed and bothered to help any students. I've spoken with other students about this and they all agreed.
It must be a cultural thing.

The quality of services have been superior. Dominican University is a fine establishment that I would recommend to anyone.

The lunch ladies need to be more professional. They are always so quick to say no and catch a attitude or talk about students to other students.

NA
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Q23 - Other comments about experiential learning programs at Dominican:

Other comments about experiential learning programs at Dominican:

So much love for the faculty that lead these programs. Highlights of my time at Dominican.

Internship teach was awol majority of the time, really a complete blow-off. Community based learning was a waste of time.

Encourage students to study abroad and keep the price match!

Many great opportunities

In my opinion, the Community-Based Learning I was involved in definitely provided some very enjoyable and educational experiences for me. This
experiential learning program not only allowed me to help others (which I greatly enjoy doing) and discover fascinating new locations, but also helped me
practice for my future career in early childhood education since the tasks I completed involved tutoring young children (at both the West Cook YMCA and
Providence Family Services). It was great preparation for later on when I would complete my Field Experience and Student Teaching and it even allowed
me to develop skills for time management and staying on top of my college work while still completing the program. All in all, Community Based-Learning
was of great assistance to me and I am going to remember it for a long time.

more different types of internships, IRB for approving for research was ridiculous due to review on a monthly basis and constant rejecting of minuscule
concerns.

Continued search for internship opportunities for specific majors.

The various experiential learning programs that Dominican offers are very helpful in gaining real life experience in your field and also experience in the
world in general.

I wish there could be more opportunities for study abroad for science major students.

n/a

I wish there were more opportunities to be in the community during the day. Many of my options were in the middle of the night only and were too far into
the city to go by myself.

It was good

Need more volunteer opportunities presented to those not in that program or field emails don't always work

Need more opportunities for creative writers

Did an internship/work outside of Dominican, but didn't do any through the school

YOU should let people go abroad ! I got denied twice and no one did anything about it.

I'm not sure if experiential learning includes the past experience portfolio program. I did participate in the portfolio program and found it very helpful!

I feel more internships should be required of students for the use of experience and getting out into the world before graduation. In my apparel
department, we were require just one internship - which was helpful - but on my own, I ended up doing 3 internships. They gave me more interaction with
the world outside of the classroom and made me feel better prepared. For my Graphic Design major, we did not have a requirement for any internship
HOWEVER 2 out of the 3 internships I had were graphic design. I think the program and teachers are phenomenal, but an internship requirement or
option may help GD students looking to go into such design jobs.

na

The community-based learning program, in my opinion, should be integrated in every course. I feel like it not only helps the student go outside of their
comfort zone but I think it helps Dominican tie stronger relationships with outside organization.

I like how Dominican partners with the Shedd Aquarium in offering two course at their facilities. I got to take both their Marine Biology and Freshwater
Ecology classes. Each of the classes offered their own exceptional experiences that I will never be able to forget. For instance, in the Marine Biology class
I got to go to the Bahamas for 9 days, where I got to expand my knowledge on aquatic life. Overall, these experiences where beyond satisfaction!
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The clinical preceptorship is poorly ran. FA's aren't helpful, there's really no instruction and when asking questions we get attitude and rudeness.
Definitely need someone who is organized to run this program. Worst experience by far at Dominican.

None

Faculty was great with research and helping to find locations for CBL. More internships in the area would be good for students without a car.

n/a

My study abroad program in Salzburg Austria was absolutely fantastic. It was well organized well run and I got to travel and learn so much. This is one of
the things about the dominican that really shined.

Promote the Washington Internship Institute! Going away for the semester to DC was the best decision I ever made!

I have loved the opportunities that I have been able to have however, my advisor never spoke to me about any of this, I had to learn about it from my
supervisors in the office I work in.

I like how Dominican makes it fairly easy for students to study abroad, but they should really advertise these programs more so more people know about
them and do them.

I feel like the Business Ethics class is pointless. We are already taught about ethical actions in our core business classes and to me it seems like we don't
really talk about anything that is important to our future business classes. The professor only talks about things that she wrote in her book that she
thinks are important. I'm not sure if what she teaches is actually important for our business degree.

MORE HELP FOR STUDY ABROAD! It is such an incredible experience and it breaks my heart to hear students not going because of affordability...

Study Abroad should be more encouraged.

Studied abroad in London - thoroughly enjoyed program format. Allowed for greater immersion.

As a commuter and part time worker it was challenging to complete my full service hours.

I was disappointed with the Clinical Preceptorship course I took as part of my post-bacc because of the lack of communication about possible scheduling
times for shadowing during the registration in November. I was not able to gain significant clinical experience because I had other classes in the morning
every day of the week. It would have been helpful to have been informed in November when I was registering for classes that shadowing for the
preceptorship could only be scheduled at specific times throughout the week. In general, more communication about the expectations for the course
would have been nice before the semester had begun.

One of the best things. It really helps you prepare for life after DU by making you gain experience

Getting an internship the summer before my senior year really helped me develop my skills and I received a full-time job after graduation at the same
place.

Should be required for everyone

Study Abroad was a great opportunity, it was unfortunate however to see how little of an effort Dominican departments go to to promote the different
programs. I think that studying abroad is something everyone should do and it is frustrating to see the school not promote the opportunity and be more
flexible for students who would like to participate.

none

No further comments.

Faculties in the nursing program need to be more mindful about the every students' ability to learn the information and if some students need assistance,
faculties should not blame the student every time instead they should find a way to help the student.

Out of everything in Dominican, the ExcEL and USSP programs really do offer the potential for great oppurtunities to students. I have to give credit where
credit is due and these programs helped me go out and fund oppurtunities for myself that the school didn't offer.

There needs to be more variety
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IRB needs to be a little quicker with accepting or denying a project especially if you are a senior. I had to wait 7 months to get my application approved

I believe that some Majors shouldnt require to take both a Communite based learning and Internship course. One should suffice leaning more towards
requiring a internship.

Oh man... where do I begin? As a student of the sciences, I feel like the school failed me at life, and I knew it for a while but I stayed because of financial
reasons. As soon as someone hears that I went to Dominican for science, they cringe, and I hate that. The same thing is not true for the business people
or the education people, but it is absolutely true for the sciences. There are honestly 4-5 classes that have been useful in developing my knowledge or
skills; everything else I learned in high school. Yes, HIGH SCHOOL! I have done research at this university and grad schools, but it is so difficult for me to
get an internship simply because of which school I go to because it is known for lack of rigor. The academic advisors are not always the most aware of
what the next steps for students should be or where to lead them. The classes that I found most interesting were the post-bacc classes, but it is not
guaranteed that I am able to get into these classes as the professors usually tailor to the past baccs' needs of getting straight As and do not always
welcome successful undergrads.

Internship program has to more organized and planned accordingly. Information was not communicated well between faculty and students. I had to find
out the information about program and requirements from my fellow students and not from the advisor or faculty staff.

In my opinion, the Field experience that I was able to complete at West Cook YMCA and Providence Family Services (where I tutored the children, served
them snacks, and played games with them) truly helped me prepare not only for the Field Experience and Student Teaching that I completed later on but
also for my future career as an Early Childhood Educator. It has all been very fun and educational not only for the young students, but for me as well.

I wish the internship program was more organized.

Some of the core classes like theology, philosophy, and seminar classes don't help at all in the real world, based on what I'm experiencing in my
internship.

I wish internships were a mandatory requirement for all degrees

I was already a bit behind in regard to graduation, so my main focus was on graduating no more than a semester late. I did not have the opportunity to do
as much as I would have liked, but this was because of personal problems I had, and not with the school.

CBL is a waste of time! When you have multiple things going on...

N/A

N/A

The study abroad was amazing. Would be better if Dominican offered more locations in Europe with majors that aren't only fashion exclusive nor only
Spanish exclusive.

I was very pleased with my internship; it was exactly what I wanted to do for the start of my career. My internship turned into a full time job with benefits.
Now I'm salaried and insured; I travel for work as well. I would not be where I am, living comfortably, without my Dominican University Education. CBL was
awesome as well; it was rewarding to help out at the Northern Illinois Food Bank. I made some good connections as well

N/A

Work got in the way when having to do these.

I wish I could have been involved with the community based research and the study abroad programs. I didn't feel either accommodated adult students
like myself.

NA
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Q25 - Please describe any aspects of the academic experience at Dominican that could

be enhanced:

Please describe any aspects of the academic experience at Dominican that co...

Seminar classes should only be required for the first year. It’s extremely difficult to balance seminar classes along with all health science courses.

The concerns and frustrations of nursing students within the nursing program to be handled by individuals outside of the program, with no relationship or
ties to the faculty of the program, so that just action and changes may ensue. Many students, including myself, felt stuck and helpless at times.

Fashion courses were not as informative a business courses which utilized real world situations, material, and teachings, rather than looking at videos of
last weeks fashion show, and powerpoint slides of clothing. Like teach girls what will happen in the real world, what a job is like, how to talk, write, behave.
Waste of 4 years, the Brennan School of business is a better use of time and is actually challenging and rigorous, and informative. If I hadn't taken any
communication or business classes for my minors I would have learned NOTHING in four years. Other than I guess Fall shoe trends, yay!

More vatiety on electives

The seminars are absolutely useless to me as a science major. I cannot stress enough that being forced to write papers that analyze books is a waste of
my time. It would be so much more useful to me if I had a science based seminar that taught me how to read and write research papers!

As far as philosphy goes, It would be nice if when we are asked our opinion on a certain aspect to not get niched because we didn't repsond the way the
professor/ philosopher would.

The seminar classes are very nice but they have to be better coordinated for the health science programs. Our programs already have seminar like
classes it would be helpful if a class that merged both could be provided.

Nursing Department in DU does not compare to the rest of the University. Nursing Department is very poorly organized, poor instructors and unhelpful
advisors. My experience at Dominican instantly improved once my major was switched.

Seminars are often a waste of time, taking away from opportunities to learn more in your field and demanding too much time out of class, taking away
from time that could be spent working on your major homework. Most seminars use discussion boards, which all students know that nobody takes
seriously and instead just jot down something basic. There is a meme out there, "first person posts '2+2=4', all reply 'i like the way you added two to two
to make four, very insightful". Seminars are just time killing jokes unfortunately. Also every one of them I've taken has been tainted with the liberal
agenda, especially in sophomore year and Senior year with casually calling for the redistribution of wealth and calling terrorists Noble was commonplace.
Truly wish I could've spent those 12 credit hours learning something that would help me succeed in my field. And I got A's in all but one, so know that this
is not some bitter rebuke, but the cold truth.

My experience with the Arts and Sciences Seminar classes were good, however, I do not think they really played a valuable role in my education because
my major was Business Administration and I would have taken another business related course.

I did not like that through the honors program, there was no variety of topics that one can choose from. I would have liked to take a regular seminar with
an intensification or something of that manner as the regular seminars had a vast amount of topics.

Everything. There is always room for improvements and DU is certainly no exception

I think that seminars for seniors and juniors need to be re-envisioned, done away with, or crafted so that students can learn more relevant information.
After a while, the purses become busy work that no one has time for.

Use of real world situations

I feel like English majors should have the option to take more technical writing classes because those better prepared me for the business world.

I do not believe anything truly needs to be enhanced when it comes to academic experience at Dominican. In my opinion, all of the classes are very
informative and fascinating and they all have great teachers as well as the right amount of assignments to help students practice, prepare, and make
new discoveries which will greatly benefit them in their future careers and lives.

The Seminars need some work. I liked two of my seminar classes I believed the other two were kind of pointless. I found little to no interest in taking
Seminar classes.
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seminars aren't necessary.

Seminars could be more relative to majors.

Some of the electives could be better.

The seminar classes are a requirement and they are not part of our major-related classes. That being said, they should not be the most rigorous classes,
with the most amount of work, yet they generally are in my experience. They should be more about the discussions and reading, less writing and busy
work. I am not saying they don't have value, just that they tend to have an unreasonable amount of work associated.

I think one thing that could be enhanced is the availability of more honors seminar courses. There were very few to choose from while the regular LAS
seminars had a variety to choose from.

N/A

The Seminars feel like a complete waste of time and Money. I understand that, as a Catholic school, we are required to have Seminars but I don’t think 4
is necessary.

Since Nursing is a newer major, incorporating nursing into research opportunities would be a great experience for future students.

n/a

I feel that my seminar courses were not necessarily crucial to my learning experience.

There should be more courses in the education field that teach about assessments. One is not enough.

Viewing each student individually. I was at Dominican for a year and had no graduation plan

Seminars I felt were a waste of time

Offer more environmental science courses more often. I missed out on a concentration in my major because it was only offered the very first semester I
was here (1/3)

variety in courses over all and also diversity in faculty

Providing students with courses in their interest while stimulating their minds

LAS Seminars are not valuable in any sense. The topics are dry and not relevant to our lives. The one or two that are interesting get filled up too fast,
leaving everyone else bitter. The books are extremely stale and some outdated. Final assignments are always too demanding and stretch the limited
material. They are a watse of time unless you are a freshman thats needs the experience of discussing at a college level. Overal, I despise all but one of
my seminar classes. It was not am experience I would suggest to anyone. I suggest either have students vote on seminar topics or doing away with the
whole class. They are that bad.

Maybe rework seminars...I've had great professors but they are required to teach material that most people don't care very much about

more interesting seminars

Dominican overall has a very community-based, friendly environment, however there are a few professors that do NOT enjoy or work in the same
parameters. Specifically, a lot of the core curriculum classes tend to have those professors that do not care or enjoy any part of what they are teaching.

Seminar is a waste of 12 credits that limits what other classes students can take, I was never able to take a business course that will help me more in the
future partly because of the Seminar

na

I think Dominican can improve its variety of classes offered. For my major, I was required to take classes needed to graduate. However, there were not
many teachers or different class times available, so it became very difficult to try and change my schedule to fit Dominican's schedule.

Core Curriculum is a waste of time and also it lowers the GPA of students for sure.
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I really liked that the seminars were personalized. They talked a lot about how literature can relate to your personal lives and the valuable lessons we can
take away.

None

I think there need to be more options for core curriculum or perhaps smaller class sizes and more engaging activities for these mandatory classes.

Focusing in-depth on students major and offering more courses related to the major

More relevant classes to the criminology department, I did not think that the countless "theory classes" helped me with my future, learning about the
different laws that are put into place and why, would have been incredibly useful and fun to learn about.

I know the Criminology/Sociology Department is quite small, but if there could be more classes offered this would change the overall experience. Either
create a Criminal Justice Major or incorporate classes of that concept. Such courses can be Study on Psychopaths, Forensic Science, Corrections in
American and Police Administration.

Some classes should be more organized in terms of homework deadlines. Also, the workload should be a bit more modified, especially for those who are
taking 5-6 courses a semester.

Having a wide variety of core curriculum classes that people can find one that interests them.

I do not believe seminar should be required each year. You should do a freshmen seminar and then a senior seminar within your major, but it is a waste of
credit hours and money the other years. It does not teach enough valuable information and is a waste of time for the most part.

Add more classes for the Investments and Portfolio class. There should not be only one class when it is a core class for the Finance
Concentration/Degree.

I'm a psychology major here at Dominican, and I feel that something that could definitely be expressed to students is what is available to them after
receiving their Bachelors in this field. I feel that a lot of students (including myself) go into this degree finding out that they do not enjoy everything that
the degree has to offer (such as research opportunities). Just like at school schools there are PhDs and PsyDs for Psychology, I feel that it is important to
design more courses for students wishing to follow either path to make that decision for themselves as opposed to feeling forced to only go for a PhD.
Another thing is that some students may find they want nothing to do with research or clinical settings, but they want to make their degree as valuable
as possible. I feel that there needs to be a better communication of what opportunities are available to students after graduation.

Seminars aren't really relevant. A lot of busy work on top of crappy professors.

some professors need to take classes on educating... they're good at their profession but struggle to educate

More availability for different instructors. Having only one professor teach Advanced Human Anatomy (BIO 351) was ridiculous because we spent most of
the time watching Youtube videos rather than him teaching. He wasted my time and I did not learn much from his class as an undergraduate student. I
think there should be more instructors to choose from that are more qualified and passionate about teaching anatomy.

The Fashion Department should have more resources available. Updated computers and software would be an excellent addition to enhance portfolios.

Seminar classes - wish they could be more specialized towards specific majors.

It would be a good idea to distribute a survey to allow students to submit ideas for seminar topics.

I had no experience with core curriculum because I am a post-bacc.

Get rid of the seminars. Students don’t like having to take them and they are a waste of time. They could spend that class time taking something more
major specific that they actually enjoy.

Seminar shouldn't be a requirement each year.

Seminars could be more practical, kind of useless at times

There were a few issues regarding my credit hours - they were not recorded correctly on my academic advising sheet
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As an Honors Student, the four years of seminars I have taken have quite frankly, been useless. I have never had one where I really got anything out of the
class or the curriculum and it was frustrating that they took up valuable time in my schedule. I would much rather, and I think it would be much more
productive, to be able to have that time slot open to take more classes within my major, or a senior seminar within my major. The Seminars were not
productive in my experience. I can understand the need and usefulness of one as a freshman, but past that, they became a big waste of time and took
away from being able to get more out of my major.

none

Seminars need to be more focused on things that are valuable. (mortgages, taxes etc.) things that will help us moving on.

Nursing faculty should not assume that every student is the same. They should not expect that everyone can afford a laptop or anything they would like
us to get without notice. They should not blame the student for not studying all the time because we do but sometimes the material was just difficult or
it was not explained or comprehended during class time. When we enter a course every semester, there is always a 50/50 commitment and roles that
faculty and students abide by. Therefore, if a student was not doing well on the course, it is not entirely the student's fault but it is a shared fault.

The professors in small majors should be held to the same standards of quality which I have found in many of my non-major classes. This is especially
true in classes where a student works intensively one-on-one with a professor over a prolonged period of time. In these situations the professor holds a
large responsibility to their student and their student's future career/education. In an environment this small, there is no room for bad eggs in the basket.
It will also make a world of difference for students (majors and minors alike) that fall under their instruction. Cross disciplinary training is a much coveted
quality in so many fields of work and study including medical sciences where majors such as music are prized among applicants. Don't let that potential
(for the student AND the institution) go to waste by not keeping a well rounded set of professors and resources in all departments.

I had a great academic year with the science department however I did not like the experience with core educational classes because it seemed as if I got
older teacher that still believed in Racism against African American Students, and graded harder in that aspect of always comparing my grammar and
english as a way to downgrade my grade in their class or feel as if I am not a very educated student.

In freshman seminars teach them about the services available and how to print from their laptops and about the remote app where you can access
programs that are only available on campus computers from your laptop. I was so mad when I found out about that in my last semester instead of my
first semester.

In the sociology/criminology major there needs to be more professors and more variety/availability of courses so that it is guaranteed that a student is
able to take the classes they need. The seminars get in the way of this.

I wish the new BSB curricula was offered to my undergrad class.

As a business major I did not like the fact that I was required to take 2 semesters of a language. Also some of the electives felt useless.

-seminars waste of time and MONEY

I have no comments.

Some classes are required and they are too similar so it feels repetitive, especially the business classes I took. There should be more variety or case
studies to apply the coursework so students are gaining something from each course not just repeating what they already know.

I honestly believe that the seminars were a waste of my time because I do not care for Shakespeare and don't think that I ever will. The electives were
sometimes a waste of my time, but I think that were beneficial in making me more well-rounded.

More culture specific learning so people other than whites feel comfortable.

A better understanding for new students about the requirements of the nutrition program and the application process for a dietetic internship. Better
organization and communication with nutrition students

If it has not been done already, I believe more Field Experience and Internships for a wider variety of courses (instead of just certain ones such as those
relating to early childhood, elementary, or high school education) would be a very good idea so that the students can see first hand and get an idea of
what their future careers could be like and discover what they still need to prepare for. Also, more types of language classes (such as German or even
Japanese) could be very fun, educational, and useful for pupils to learn new languages and cultures (and it could especially help to prepare those who are
planning to study abroad).

Increasing the course availability every semester would be helpful.

No more seminar classes. They are just busy work for students who are already busy.
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Some professors clearly showed they were teaching to continue building their pension for retirement. Some professors did not set a high enough
standard and handed away points for very little effort. This is typically seen from newer professors.

The ability to find resources more easily.

Freshman and sophomore honors seminars did not live up to the quality that non honors seminars had. My first two years of seminars involved a lot of
busy work, not leaving much time for growth or consideration. My junior and senior seminars were much more rich when it came to discussing it and
relating it to our lives.

We should only be made to take a seminar class one year and they should be open to all ages. It would have been more helpful to hear from students at
other points in their education rather than just freshmen.

N/A

N/A

Seminars took too much time away from completing courses that were actually for my major. Seminar professors expect a lot of time and commitment.

Seminars with various professors in all fields of study should be available in order to enhance the learning experience. I believe students would enjoy and
learn even more about their field by learning from the people in it and how their field relates to the bigger questions Dominican asks related to caritas and
veritas.  and  seminars have been said to enhance art majors by bringing the idea of the world connected with our major.

Would be nice if students weren't penalized grade-wise for being different politically from the vast majority.

I loved all of my courses at DU (with the exception of maybe one or two). Even classes I didn't think would be relevant enhanced my education.

N/A

Just to be more flexible on required shadowing/internship related experiences. Most of us work to be able to go to college and these out of class
experiences could be a time management challenge.

NA
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Q26 - Please provide any additional comments you have about your academic experience

at Dominican:

Please provide any additional comments you have about your academic experie...

I ended up appreciating the overall liberal arts education and it allowed my mind to grow in ways it wouldn't have if I would've only taken science and
engineering courses

Pointless, but had like 4 life-learning will carry this info with me always courses. Out of like 100.

The most enjoyable and memorable part of my college career would have to be my academic experience. It was GREAT!

Wonderful experience! Glad I attenes

Nutrition department is excellent!

Could really use more professors who are not hard core liberals. Outside of my major, every professor I had was a flaming liberal. Safe spaces and trigger
warnings degrade the quality of education by censoring the truth and treating us adult students like little children. Also, there are calls to sacrifice the
quality of professors for the sake of their skin color, to better represent some of our students. But professors are not our representatives, they are our
teachers so they should be the best, not simply of a particular race. I urge you to always hold the quality of the professor over his skin color, because the
latter, while masked in inclusivity, is actually the most racist way to hire, if it's based on quotas for skin color. If I am to donate to my Alma mater after law
school, I'd need to see the school dedicated to quality, not arbitrary racist hiring. Expertise over race. Facts over feelings.

The people I met along the way were great but a lot of the teachers were a joke

Some professors are excellent, and some are not. Growing certain departments and “cutting the weeds” from them might improve the overall quality of
the education. I pay too much money for this school to be taught virtually nothing in some of these courses. If I have to teach myself, why should I be
paying someone to do that?

N/A

My academic experience at Dominican is definitely one that I am going to be remembering for a long time. All of the classes I took allowed me to make
amazing discoveries, learn very interesting facts, and (most importantly), prepare for my future life and my career as an early childhood teacher. In
addition, my instructors and my advisor as well as the people in the Academic Enrichment Center (AEC) and even the Support Center were also very kind
and intelligent and I never hesitated to email them or go to them in person when I needed help or advice on an assignment or on a concept I needed a
little extra assistance with understanding. It is thanks to all of this that now I can be the one to help others when they need it and that makes me feel very
proud.

the seminar class i found to be non-important

Overall, I really enjoyed my academic experience. I was able to experience many different programs that Dominican offers and really make the most of my
time here. I also really like the close knit family like environment of Dominican, This allowed for more personal relationships to grow and enhance learning.

N/A

Overall, I am extremely happy with my adacemdic experience at Dominican. I’ve had wonderful opportunities within the Nursing department that have
allowed me to realize my full potential as a nurse.

n/a

With the exception of freshman, the seminars have never added value to my education and seemed like a waste of time

All of my teachers were great & seemed to care

LAS Seminars are a hit or miss.
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As a student of the school of early childhood education, they were times when I felt unwanted by Dominican. We were seen as the bringer of bad news.
The education department keeps getting pushed aside. The lack of respect for early education factuly is appalling. The revamping, and discontuning of
the early education program was embarssing.

 courses were awesome

 and all of my instructors have been terrific!

Overall, I do believe there is a good foundation of people and courses that care and aid in our education and overall well-being!

na

Though I wish there were more teachers available to help boost different time slots for classes, overall, my academic experience at Dominican was
challenging in the most positive way.

I would have loved it if Dominican offered a Pre-Vet program, or at least offered more courses that focused on the study of animals.

My academic experience was great. I loved the topics of courses that I was able to take at Dominican. Even more I am very happy and satisfied with the
teachers interactions with the students.

None

There was a good selection of electives that helped to break up a rigorous schedule with classes that were more fun or of personal interest.

The only thing that I will say is that most if not all of the teachers were left-leaning politically and it really showed in their teaching styles. Some and I
won’t name names, almost at least it felt like, that because I was more conservative in my thinking change grades and or treated me differently while
grading just because I didn’t fit the “liberal agenda”

There should also be more staff in the crim and soc department, it is hard to meet one on one with so few professors.

I enjoyed the presence and curriculum of all Professors.

I have loved the classes I have taken, however some were pointless to what they were actually supposed to be about.

None

The Fashion Department has an amazing program and staff.

n/a

Having to take 4 seminars throughout my 4 years college seem to me to be a waste. I feel 2 seminars through the 4 years would sufficient. They take up
valuable credit hours that I could have used toward my major or courses appealed more to me.

I think the core curriculum was a pain to complete, but still necessary. I would not have been exposed to certain ideas if I had not taken courses to
complete the requirement. College is suppose to expose you to new ideas its not just about taking classes for your specific major.

The varitey of science classes should be more available, some classes shouldnt only be taught once every other year

Overall, though I was somewhat satisfied with my academic experience.

Overall good

I would love my program (the Graphic Design program) to have for diversity in electives. I also think that the variety of classes offered as electives could
be increased form semester to semester.

More Time options would be helpful in planning out 4 year plans.

mome
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I loved my overall Dominican experience but once I was in the nursing program I hated it because I did not receive any support and I could not trust
anyone in the program.

I am always tempted to say it was too easy, but in a way, I don't believe that to be a valid critique: 1) Dominican simply wasn't the right choice of school
for my needs as a student 2) I had many lovely professors who allowed me to take their course material and prompts to a more challenging level

Do people actually have time for electives? Specifically electives outside of their major? That would've been a luxury. Any electives I picked up had to still
be in my dept. because the additional in-structure outside of the required courses was necessary for a good education.

 needs to be dealt with. Many students have problems with her and her very rude attitude. This definitely needs to be addressed.

N/A

-

I have no comments.

Although I needed to work very hard on assignments, projects, and studying in all of the courses I took at Dominican University (no matter what subject)
and it was not always simple, I believe they all provided me with very valuable information that will help me throughout my life one way or another. They
have left their mark on me and I have left my mark on them.

N/A

N/A

Special Topics: Disruptive Innovation with  was one of the best course I have taken at Dominican

It was a challenging experience.

N/A

N/A

My freshman seminar experience wasn't a great start and I had a really bad experience including too my junior seminar. Sophomore year and now my
senior year with  has been fantastic and those two seminars is what makes learning enjoyable. Finding professors that are
passionate about what they do should be the ultimate goal for Dominican.

The whole "mourning" day after the 2016 presidential elections was the most ridiculous day at Dominican. "Dark times lay ahead of us" and similar
absurd quotes really made the whole school seem silly. Along with the therapy sessions and counseling offered for students that couldn't believe and
don't want to believe that President Donald Trump has won the elections has made the school even more laughable. Schools should be politically neutral,
and be able to teach students different ideas from all sorts of points of views and not avoid certain topics/points of views for "fear of offending". That's
why students go to college. To be challenged with different ideas outside of their beliefs, and not have different ideas/points of views censored.

N/A

N/A

NA
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Q32 - Please provide the following information about your job after graduation:

Job Title: Name of Employer:

Assistant Controller DBR

Server Rpm italian

Sales Supervisor Armani

Food service Starbucks

Project Manager H Enterprises

Server Union sushi hospitality group

N/a N/a

Entrepreneur Daniel Guillen

Bartender O'Sullivans Public House

Cashier TacoBoy

Healthcare Administrator Presence Medical Center

Key Holder Destination Maternity

Float Pool Secretary Loyola University Medical Center

Shift manager Oberweis Dairy Inc.

RN TBA

Front Desk Receptionist Oak Park Arms

Social Work Intern Warren Township High School District 121

N/A N/a

Casting Intern Robin Hughes

Community Service Officer Summit PD

Marketing Talem+Plum

High School Math Teacher District To Be determined

Retail and Event Coordinator Argent

Sears optical Luxottica

Pharmacy technician CVS Pharmacy

Special Education Elementary Teacher Teach for America

Paraprofessional district 89
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Kitchen Lou Malnati's Pizzeria

BDC AutoNation Honda O'Hare

Chiropractic Assistant Helping Hands Chiropractic Care

Team Lead Mario Tricoci

Camp Counsler Substitute Karen Stille

Sales Associate Uniqlo

Sales and training manager Arcteryx

Manager Lucca's

trainning coordinator fro domestic violence chicago metropolitan for batthere women

Social Media Engagement Associate United Airlines

Street Outreach Worker Enlace Chicago

Veterinary Technician and Animal Care Attendant Morton Grove Animal Hospital

Office Worker CT Power

Ecological Restoration HLR

Conceirge Providence Life Services

Sales RainSoft

Customer service rep Raza

Lead teacher Norridge Park district

Receptionist State Farm Insurance

Court interpreter

Financial Advisor Northwestern Mutual

Retail management intern Nordstrom

Store Manager Skechers

Recreational Leader at SEASPAR and Teacher's Assistant for a Deaf/Hard of Hearing
classroom

SEASPAR and SASED

Registered Behavior Therapist Mobile Therapy Centers of America

paralegal Chapekis & Chapekis

Assistant Planner American Airlines

Summer School Teacher Berwyn South School District

United States Army Army
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Toddler Teacher

Visual Merchandiser Target

Manager Gap Inc

Graphic Designer NG Creative (freelance)

Banker US Bank

Project Manager Amber Mechanical Contractors

sales verizon

Lead Cashier North Riverside Smokehouse

Admissions Associate Chicago Zoological Society at Brookfield Zoo

Business Financial Analyst H.B Fuller

Senior peer advisor Dominican university

Paint associate Home depot

Customer Service Associate IKEA

Leadership Development Program MB Financial Bank

Retail Banker Mb Financial

Manager Prefer not to answer

Customer Service Verizon Wireless

Marketing Coordinator Ace Hardware Corp.

dental insurance biller Apple Dental Care

RN Wellcare Home Helth Service

Marketing coordinator CDO Group

Personal Banker First Security Trust and Savings

Sugar Fixe Patisserie Karen Pauwels

Credit Analyst MB Financial

Associate Financial Analyst Anixter, Inc.

National Stylist Trunk Club

CNA/PCT

Adult Services Assistant II Indian Trails Public Library District

Family Advocate Christopher House
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Graphic Designer Elkay Manufacturing

Accountant Currently looking for a new job

Student Intern Chicago Department of Aviation

Receptionist Vision and sensory institute

Sales Associate Ross Stores

Rehab Aide Athlethico Physical Therapy

Rehab Technician ATI Physical Therapy

Tax Specialist Vertex

Case manager Threshold

veterinary assistant VCA Chicago

Staff Accountant in Audit Department Legacy Professionals, LLC

Community Service Officer Niles

Server Taco Joint

Dietary Supervisor Lake Forest Place

Student Worker Sister Janet

Library Acquisitions Assistant Oak Lawn Public Library

Legal Intern Superior Ambulance

Nurse Technician AMITA healthcare

Food Scientist

Front Desk Agent Marriott International

Sales associate Bazaar Inc.

Internal Audit LDP MB Financial

Registered Nurse

Customer Service Assistant Walgreens

Manager on duty Ross Dress for Less

Phlebotomist LabCorp

Office Assistant Dominican University

Dance Choreographer, Photographer’s Assitant Angelica Ruvalcaba, Christian’s Photography

Circulation Assistant (summer)/GA position Dominican University
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Front Desk/Rehab Aide PDR Physical Therapy & Wellness Center

Retail sales consultant AT&T Mobility

Intern Dempsey Corporation

Piano Teacher // Tutor // Composer Slef employed or Freelance

Youth mentor

Host/Back Waiter/Expediter Epiphany Farms Hospitality Group

Member Service Representative Polish Slavic FCU

Meat Clerk Marianos

Doctor of Dental Medicine Student Midwestern University College of Dental Medicine

Financial Advisor Northwestern Mutual

Account Executive Yelp

Personal banker Mb financial bank

Tax Associate KPMG

Concessions Manager McHenry Parks and Recreation

Security Officer G4S

Software Consultant Sogeti

Don't know yet Don't know yet

Police Officer Not yet hired.

Operations Manager LA Fitness

Trader Eagle Market Makers

Drug Testing Coordinator CareerBuilder

Pathways financial management Wright Patt Airforce base

Stylist Trunk club

Certified Pharmacy Technician Walgreens

Banker MB Financial Bank

NUtritionist coordnator Catholic Charities

Librarian Associate City of Chicago

Nutrition Case Manager Rush University Medical Center

Front desk/dispatcher City of Park Ridge Police Department
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Customer Service Specialist II Elmhurst Memorial Hospital

Special education teacher assistant Chicago public school

Communications Director Tangerine Schoolhouse

Marketing Co-Op Student Bosch

Library Service Clerk Eisenhower Library

manager Nawaf

Youth Care Worker One Hope United

Nanny

office Manager LODESTONE Center for Behavioral Health

Call Center Lead Everyones Family Dental

Substitute Teacher Norridge D80

Administrative Assistant State Farm Insurance

Pharmacy Technician Walgreens - Chris West

Pharmacy Tech CVS

Human Resource The Shelby Group

Direct Support Personel Community Support Services

Culinary Technologist Vegetable Juices, Inc- A Naturex Company

Registered Nurse Loyola University Medical Center

Dietetic internship
Iowa state university , great river health systems
Burlington

Medical Scribe Dr.Flach and Associates

Medical Assitant Dupage Medical Group

hairstylists self

Legal Assistant

GM Coordinator PepsiCo

Junior Accountant Pilsen Wellness Center

Banker Wintrust Community Banks

Ophthalmic Tech Hinsdale Advanced Eye Care
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Q44 - Please provide any examples you may have that illustrate how Dominican, with its

mission to prepare students to pursue truth, to give compassionate service and to

participate in the creation of a more just and humane world, has impacted your life:

Please provide any examples you may have that illustrate how Dominican, wit...

Dominican emphasizes "community" to honestly quite an exaggerated level, but because of it, I definitely understand how to grow one and how to be a
part of one

I'm more Trump and Dominican's environment pretty much beats down anyone who doesn't agree with the opposite spectrum views. Learned not to say
anything and keep my views to myself, even when you may agree, you're still shunned or chastised because you don't 100% agree. Teachers talk to much
about their political views during class which is ridiculous. Also they are sooo overly PC(politically correct). In the dorms all the boards and flyers are like:
Why women are great, explore your sexuality, black people are amazing here's why, Mexican appreciation, don't hate, love everybody, on and on! Like
can't we just have fun, it's college. Like fun things to do for February and v day instead of when oppression and slavery. Halloween and black cats instead
of day of the dead facts, too green! For the percentage who just wants to enjoy life and not have propaganda shoved down their throats everyday, not a
fun experience.

I work in my own community to advocate for better living conditions, a living wage, and more

I helped to create a service club on campus called Stars in Action, the organization was focused on following the mission of DU through the club

It is because of my time at Dominican University that I have truly learned what it takes to succeed in life. I remember how it was not always easy for me
to juggle my course work and extracurricular activities and events along with other parts of my early childhood teaching career preparation (such as
Community-Based Learning, Field Experience, and Student Teaching). However, I was able to learn and practice how to manage my time so that I did well
in all of my classes, activities, and more in the end and I also remembered to go to my instructors, my advisor, and the tutors in the AEC for help
whenever I needed it. My time at Dominican has greatly taught me that if you are determined, work hard, believe in yourself and never give up, everything
will work out and you will reach your goals in the end.

Dominican has opened my eyes to what a small community looks like and how effective a small community can be when everyone comes together. Here I
am talking about the protests and gathers done when racist writings and drawings were found around campus.

The staff and faculty really cared about my well being overall, I was not just a grade to them or another student just passing by.

Dedicated to the students I serve in every aspect of their lives.

As much as I love Dominican, I feel like everyone in the community of DU can improve on this idea of truth and compassionate service. Don’t get me
wrong, there is a lot of that already going on, but we can make it better.

I did not come to this school to become a social justice warrior. I came to this school to get myself prepared for the rough, real world. I truly feel bad for
the social justice warriors, who only look to ruin peoples lives, and are racist to white men. I will pray for them.

I do not consider myself a religious person, but I think I have spiritually grown while being here. In the ethics class that I took, I ended up identifying most
with Catholic Social Teaching, which really surprised me.

Dominican impacted me because it pushed me towards my future career in social work. Before attending Dominican I was not really sure what specific
career I wanted to pursue. Dominican's atmosphere helped me to decide to continue to pursue all of those aspects (truth, service, etc.) in my future
career.

Participation in the seminar programs really helped me to enhance my ethical and spiritual development by reflecting on personal values.

n/a

None

I have participated in rallies, advocacy days, and fighting for what is right. I have spent time giving back to the homeless, and visiting with refugee
families.
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Philosophy of gender was the main class that gave me more insight on today's issues.

The mission statement is some what superfical to most students, along with myself. I feel that too many racial issues have developed and gone
unnoticed, undiscussed, or not investigated enough. Since the univeristy does not respect these issues, how can students?

my time at dominican has showed me to the importance of building connections and aiming towards the good in life

I think it is important and pertinent that Dominican comments on the political and social issues at hand. I am proud that Dominican understands and
supports equality, inclusivity, and human decency.

na

Because of the seminar classes, the sociology course I took, and the many guest speakers, I feel like that is how it has help prepared students to pursue
truth, to give compassionate service and to participate in the creation of a more just and humane world. Mainly the LAS seminar classes. I feel like
without these seminars, students will not pursue Dominican's mission or even allow for this mission to impact their life.

Dominican University was highly aware of societal injustices and took every chance to voice their opinion in support of minorities, even when the issue
was occurring within Dominican itself.

Dominican has opened my eyes on how I view society not just around me but around the world. I have had the great pleasure of learning about tragedies
and peoples misfortune from around the world. Its sad to learn about this but I am happy I have learned about all of this because I now view society in a
different way and wish to help other around me.

Many classes I have taken discuss topics such as racism and gender inequality which relate to societal problems. CBL also helps to give students a
chance to serve their community.

I love Dominican it was a great experience however as I stated in my previous comment it was just so left-leaning and liberal agenda minding that it
almost felt suffocating and hard to breathe for my side “conservative“. I just found it annoying at times that all this was being shoved down my throat and
I couldn’t speak out against it because if I did I’d be treated differently. And I am not whining about it frankly, I could care Less I just wanted it to be
brought up to administrators.

Dominican has always been a place that advocates equality. With my experience here, I have learned to communicate with other of different
backgrounds/cultures. I have also expanded my mind to be more open and to see issues outside of my own perspective. This has really helped me in
terms where I can help others who are from different cultures, backgrounds, families.

Dominican has impacted my life through the mentorships I have created and the opportunities I have had. The retreats that I have attended have really
allowed me to embrace the Dominican mission and values.

None

My volunteer trip to New Orleans with University Ministry not only enhanced my spiritual views but also gave me the perspective on participating in my
community and helping others as best as I can.

I feel like Dominican as a school itself teaches us how to be ethically good people. From all of our classes to everything we do.

DU takes great steps to motivate students to participate outside of DU. Particularly the service abroad trips and CBL. I think it's a great way to expose
students to issues and make them feel empowered to make change

It has made me more aware of the injustices in the world and how we can impact the change by different types of service

Caritas and Veritas Symposium

Business Ethics Professor - very impactful (although teaching methods debatable)

Dominican gave me the chance to build relationships which has influenced my career search greatly.

none
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By being the wrong institution, it has showed me to pursue truth outside the academy. It is a good life skill, taught in an unfortunate way; be your own
truth even when it doesn't surround you. An aside, I think these questions need to be revised. Individuals will learn all of these things just from being
alive-- attributing positive answers in full to the institutional experience, coursework, etc., will give you a somewhat false positive. This is especially true
in relation to "I have experienced ethical and spiritual development" and "I connect what I learned to societal problems or issues"

N/A

To be financially stable so that I can give back to my community and those I care about.

Due to engaging with Dominican's mission to prepare students to pursue truth and give compassion, I've become more self aware. Aware of my position
in society, and how I can use that to help others in my community and those in need.

I volunteer at a hospital and work as a pharmacy technician, and I show empathy to everybody .

When you take on line classes it is easy to cheat. No one is there to see you do the assignment The mission talks about pursuing truth, I wanted to be
truthful when I was doing my assignment. The mission statement help me to never be dishonest.

In my opinion, attending Dominican University has really made an impact on my life with the CARITAS ET VERITAS SYMPOSIUMS I have attended in the
past. These events not only allowed me to meet and learn about new people (and see and learn about some familiar faces) but also gave me
opportunities to look back and reflect on certain parts of my own life including when I was younger and during my time at the college. It truly was quite a
fascinating and memorable journey. Also, when I helped out with events including the Paczki sales and Pierogi sales hosted by the Polish Club as well as
ones that took place around the holidays of Halloween and Christmas(such as the HAUNTED TOURS and a fun workshop with arts and crafts tables and
games), it truly gave me more chances to help others (which I love doing) and even brought back some good memories of when I was in Service Club and
NHS in high school. When I am an early childhood educator, helping out with school fundraisers will be a part of my job along with teaching and in my
opinion, this all has been very good practice for when that time comes.

I have demonstrated active faith to survive through this program and internship.

N/A

I was put into a tax service internship as a requirement for business ethics and enjoyed the experience. Most students try to avoid this class outside of
the tax season. It is very valuable however.

Especially with community-based learning and volunteer possibilities through the school, the message of community and service was engaged through
these activities.

The diversity at this school and the ideals we extend have been such an inspiration and gem in my life, I am truly grateful for the relationships and
experiences with other students I have had here.

N/A

N/A

Dominican is very accepting of individuals that are diverse

For my senior thesis project last spring I was looking to create a large object in which the audience could interact. I seeked for help across campus and
gladly and easily I was able to find. With the help of sister  and those in charge of URCI, . I was able to fund the creation of my
project because I was awarded the URSA grant and show my project in both the thesis show and the URCI expo. These individuals at Dominican saw how
much I wanted to create this experience and were compassionate enough to help me follow it through. This is one of many other times where I have felt
the support from my school.

Actually, being at Dominican has made me more firm in my conservative beliefs. Being a conservative does NOT mean disrespecting liberals, it just
means disagreeing with liberal and communist ideology. Many are too overly concerned with being politically correct rather than academically and
logically accurate, and do not want to hear out the opposing side. Being in college, students must hear all sides of the argument, even if it means that the
other side is against their side.

Honestly  greatly impacted my outlook in regards to the pursuit of truth, etc. Her Senior seminar Aikido class challenged me and
made realize the importance of action, diligence in everything I do. I took away the most from that class what the Dominican Mission stands for. I felt like
I left that class a better person with a sharper eye to life.

Dean  and . All of my professors have been so accommodating, supportive and KIND regarding my health issues.
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Showing Records: 1 - 60 Of 60

DU re-awoke the passion to be active in political processes

N/A

I've become aware of issues that can arise in the workplace and I know how to deal with them in an ethical way that will have little negative impact to
myself and those involved.

Na
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Q47 - Please provide any additional comments you might have about your experience at

Dominican University:

Please provide any additional comments you might have about your experience...

I’m left a little nervous on which route to take after graduation. So have to spend time to see what’s out there and interesting in my new profession

Literally the worst 4 years of my entire life. I had issues with every department from I couldn't register because that department hadn't done their job
properly for 6 months. Of course you receive an apology but really, when you have to call the head department lady at 8am on registration and her
response is: wow really I thought that had been done already, it's been a while! It's sad. 3 years of registration mornings were stressful and terrible along
with that with servers shutting down and web-page jammed up. Had problems with housing where unauthorized people kept bursting into my room, had
to call the president and all I got was a we'll do better and sorry. Yet I still have PTSD and my lawyer on speed dial. I've had problems with incompetent
and disrespectful teachers, and had to then contact heads of the departments and sort things out. I've even had a teacher who get too personal and told
other falculty things I had emailed them about my absence, then the other faculty emailed me strongly, pressuring me to call them, and conjured up
drama where there wasn't any. The same teacher then refused to meet with me and the associate dean and all the dean could say as his excuse was:
"sorry he's emotional". Overall just a slew of sorries throughout the years with no one in there department having any info about things they should know
in their department. I even had problems with student accounts, questions about courses, and every single problem was handed of and handed off. My
adviser was terrible, and I didn't even know I had to declare a minor until I thought to ask someone else my 4th year. I had a student adviser freshman
year advise me to take 3 class, later which I found out, yeah no don't do that, and I then became behind. Future job help in the fashion department is non-
existent, but in the Brennan area it's all the do. Like they actually seem concerned over there. The only helpful person in 4 years was  who
actually seemed like she could relate, understand, and was sincerely apologetic for problems that weren't even her fault. Standout teachers: 

 (while pregnant!), (retired, sad),
. Questionable/Fireable:  (if it wasn't

for the incident were he refused to meet w/ me and the dean, he would've been decent, not standout but decent). Also teachers do too many last minute
assignments, student's have jobs, lives, etc. and not having class based on a schedule and assignments is ridiculous, like yeah it's do at midnight or 5
pages in 3 days is not cool, at least a week is decent, or at least mention it beforehand not hey 5 pages due in a week and next week is finals, now a
student who had no idea about this has to cram it into their studying, moving out, and life. The standout teachers were standouts because 1. I learned 2. I
can utilize it for a long time to come 3. They had a precise schedule of the assignments, when they're do, and rarely deviated from it and when that
happened there was advance notification and it was for the students benefit like extra time for work on an assignment.

Academically, my experience was AMAZING. Socially, my expertise at Dominican sucked. I was apart of a couple of organizations and I went to almost
evey extra curricular activity (not including sports) Domincian offered but I still get I didn’t have a “place” there.

Dominic University is a wonderful school. I loved the time spent here and the great friends I made along this journey. So happy and excited that my
brother is going to attend DU iin the fall.

Nursing program is always chanhing policies and making up new policies as they go. Other programs i would recommend

Answers relate to my time at DU outside of the 4th floor Nursing Department.

I honestly really enjoyed my time at Dominica. I entered as a transfer student and wish I could have attended all four years but even the two years I did
attend were great. The faculty and staff is very helpful and I felt very comfortable and there were many resources available to me.

The only thing about Dominican is that we are an extremely liberal school and not really open to the ideas of others. It was deeply seen last year around
the time of the election.

Throughout my time at Dominican University, I had a number of opportunities to learn and discover many interesting concepts in many fascinating
subjects and (especially) I was able to practice and obtain the skills I would need in the future when I became an early childhood teacher. It was not
always easy and it took much work and time but, in my opinion, it was all worth it in the end. In addition, I greatly enjoyed being able to make some very
good friends through my courses as well as the clubs and organizations I was a part of and the activities and events I participated in and my instructors
were very good role models to me as well. My memories of Dominican University will definitely stay with me for many years to come.

Great, caring faculty

You are able to receive the help you need when you request it. Academic advisers are there for you to feel supported and confident.

I would only recommend this school, if the person is looking to get a mediocre education, not have any fun at all, be forced to conform to this schools
leftist agenda, and eat awful food that is extremely overpriced. This university is a money grab with only a few wonderful professors such as 

.
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Dominican University really prepared me for my future and I felt that I had and will forever have a place in this university.

n/a

best 4 years of my life

To the question above, "Dominican helped me to understand and appreciate cultural and ethnic differences between people," to which I answered
"somewhat agree," this is because I already had a pretty deep appreciation for various differences among all people. That said, Dominican helped affirm
those beliefs. As for lifelong learning, I've always thought that we never really stop learning, so this is really not new for me.

Dominican has a strong group of people that are staff and professors that really care about what they teach, how they treat people, and the overall
wellbeing of students and their environment.

I like to say that if I should've went to Purdue, but if I could go back I would choose DU every time

na

Because of the small classroom settings and how the instructors genuinely believe in Dominican's mission statement and have a concern for students, it
has helped my experience at Dominican be a life-changing one. I want nothing more than for my siblings to attend Dominican and share the same
experience of intellectual stimulation and caring environment.

Only reason I disagree is because I hated my time as a nursing student and disliked how the university allowed the nursing program to get away with so
many violations. Students are often discriminated, yelled at, they are bullied , and there is no support rather students are always blamed and brought
down for their hard work. When attending my classes that did not had to deal with nursing I loved all my professors because they cared and put the effort
to ensure our success something the nursing program lacks and that the university turns a blind eye on the situation

I love Dominican and I do not regret the decision I made after graduating high school. Dominican has given me so much I am so grateful. From Dominican
I received a great scholarship which lead to an internship and a full time job after graduation.

I feel like teachers let you be as intellectually challenged as you wanted to be. As someone who wanted to be greatly challenged, my teachers made sure
those needs were met.

Even though Dominican is more of a school for education and nursing, the career office really helped me find my way and I am incredibly grateful for the
opportunity DU has given me.

None

There are a few professors who actually cared about me when it came to me as an individual.  were are a few that I really
believe truly wanted me to succeed and I still talk to whenever I see them around campus.

Freshman year, I almost transferred. I had a seminar professor that made me feel unwelcome on campus as a white female. He often spoke Spanish in
class, and would mock me for not understanding.

There are many aspects of learning that could be worked on. I know the faculty of the nursing staff should be looked at. There should be more instructors
offered/available, not just one professor teaching the specific subject.

My recommendation to attend Dominican would be dependent on major. Some programs are stronger than others.

One thing that would have helped me throughout my studies at Dominican would be having more space to study and be able to eat. I would always do
homework in the library or in the chapel but would get in trouble for eating. It wasn't until fall 2017 that I took advantage of room in the third floor. It was
quite, welcoming, and I spent hours doing homework without distractions. That is until there was a meeting or a class in the room and I would have to find
somewhere else to do work--if I didn't find somewhere else I would go home.

I will never regret going here. I love this school very much!!

I did enjoy it but the variety of the school has to increase

With a few minor changes, i believe this institution has great potential to be as good as any other comparable university.

Make it more engaging and caring towards commuting students
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Upon reflection, I would probably not choose Dominican again to go to school with. I felt like it was too small, and too much like my high school. My
professors in my major have been great and I have developed a lot within the field that I plan on finding work in. The pro staff that I work for are great and
have been a huge help in my development while at school. However, I did not feel like Dominican offered the atmosphere or variety of opportunities that I
would have liked to get out of my college experience.

I would recommend science to others, however I am unsure about recommending other curriculums.

none

I would recommend Dominican if the student is not going into the Nursing Program

Ultimately, was not the best choice for me. Should have transferred as felt my education could have been better (though it was not bad) and I became
unimpressed with the University's handling of political, controversial and/or potential legal situations. Not proud of the all decisions the university has
made. It seems the university is forgetting it's own mission. There will be no hiding the truth and compassionate service should not be limited to only
select populations that benefit the Dominican community. I'm more ashamed to have gone here than proud.

I loved being a part of the Polish Club of Dominican University.

N/A

I HAVE recommended Dominican to family and friends

-price is to high for the experience

Many people are reluctant to attend Dominican University because of its small student body. Personally, I think irnwas a great choice to attend this
school. Although the student body was small, it created a sense of community among the students.

I do not think that Dominican was right for me. I tried so hard to fit in, but in the end, I am a nerd and like my classes to be very rigorous and my
classmates to be very serious about education. Very few people were as serious as me. I feel like the school was very accepting, but I went in with this
thought and it simply stayed that way. I would recommend Dominican to the dual acceptance pharmacy students, the education students, and business
students, but anyone who is pre-medicine should skip this school until it improves the curriculum and outside opportunities. There was always an
opportunity to learn about culture and differences and acceptance. I do appreciate that, espcially going into the medical field.

Dominican is a beautiful campus, when I went there everyone was always so helpful.

Tuition rate was insanely high and Dominican University is not a school for working adults with families. Being an older student with a very young child,
Dominican did not offer a large extent of classes to aid with a busy parents schedule.

Dominican University, in my opinion, is definitely a place that shines like a star and stands out in the crowd. Through its courses, events, sports,
resources, clubs, and more, it truly is a place for everyone. Also, the teachers, advisors, and other faculty members are quite kind and helpful and really
care about assisting the students with succeeding in life. Basically, it is a place where anyone and everyone can journey down the path to a great future.

My only con of Dominican is the cost of tut ion I wish it was more affordable and that would be my only reason of reservation.

N/A

I feel Dominican has professors who clearly show their political biases(left) and make statements about equality that pander to certain students. Making
disparaging statements about white males may be trendy but it has no place in a university unless you open up the conversation for discussion instead of
railroading the topic. Creating a comfortable environment for both political groups was non-existent. Either have no political leaning or invite both to have
open discussions.

I would attend Dominican again but not as a transfer student and live on campus for the first year then become a commuter.

I love the fact that the classrooms are small and the environment. Also how you can connect with the professor and they are always making time.

Yes! Dominican helped me grow and become the person I am today, the professors, staff, everyone is amazing and they genuinely care about the
students. If I had to do it all over again, I would chose Dominican. The only thing I would change is my major. I would’ve gone into nursing instead.

N/A
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End of Report

Showing Records: 1 - 62 Of 62

N/A

I was a transfer student and the transition was fantastic. I feel like I belong at Dominican, everyone is very welcoming

It would be nice having conservative speakers at Dominican...

I loved it! I felt like this University fit me so well; I was able to interact with my instructors on a level I wasn't able to before at previous Universities. It think
it was the one-on-one attention that really helped me excel. I am thankful for my internship  found for me as I am now employed full time
at the company; I know I'm one of the lucky ones.

As a online student I was surprised by the excellent quality of the studies and the sense of community.

N/A

Good school where all the professors know you by name!
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